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The main objective of this work is to dete- bheunwWy -eWaa$mB ' t k d  
coaxial swirl atomizers of interest in oxidizer-rich staged cMnbwpticln -1 o$lsid tocket mghies. Ta 
this end, the pseudo-density (homogeneous flow) trement cambbd w&t1)zo lWlcer-a#xbCd (MAC) 
numerical algorithm has been used to develop an axisymmetrk with swirl, twkphaw, unsteady model. 
The numerical model is capable of assessing the timedependent orifice exit CxrnditiSnS and internal 
mixing for arbitrary fuel and oxidizer gas injection conditions. Parametric studies have been conducted to 
determine the effect of geometry, gas properties, and liquid properties on the exit massflow rate and 
velocity. It has been found that the frequency at which the liquid film oscillates increases as the density 
rrstle twfd Rnitfir ttrl#knam ~ M ~ I Y I ~ I P ,  rJuqrclrrrsm M ti~m thIPlhflOliC1 WIH n q M  *wit1 uwlm~ty IH@?I$U@@? @fW kr 
unaffected by the mixing length. Additionally. rt has been determined that the variation in the massflow 
rate increases as the liquid swirl velocity and liquid film thickness increase, and decreases as the density 
ratio, collar thickness, and mixing length increase. 

INTRODUCTION 

Currently, there is interest in gaining a greater understanding into injectors that have application 
to oxidizer rich staged combustion (ORSC) engine cycles. These advanced cycles have application to 
liquid oxygen (LOX)/kerosene engines for use in launch vehicles and other applications. Russian 
engines, such as the RD-I70 and RD-180 derivatives used on the Atlas V launch vehicle, have been 
developed based on this propellant combination, successfully operating at chamber pressures in excess 
of 2000 psi. 

PIWUn i tV lilrfBWI~ a#MW Hf 1 M UkrH#tWi tWR1Hw)I nf +MP IHfwHtMP MWrlll9 flHYl#WWd iHt HQ# 1)1 +MI 
tendency of the Injector to participate in combustion instabilities as this issue is one of the most critical 
concerns for LOXhydrocarbon engines Oxidizer rich gas flows from the prebumer into the central tube. 
An inlet lip may or may not be used at the entry point to affect the acoustic admittance into the preburner 
and feed system. In addition, the length of the gas channel can be varied to change the harmonic 
frequencies within the gas path in this region. 

envision very poor mixing resulting from the swirling of the outer liquid flow, the bulk of me momentum in 
the system lies in the gas phase, and an ejector effect and fluid interface Keluin-Helmholiz instab&@ 
contribute to rapid mudng of the two propellant streams. The "mixing length" measured from the m&y of 
the fuel to the injector face is a critical parameter in defining the injector geometry. Len--%& 
distance im mve mixin b may result in film fxouf p i n  ti17 hipc&or$,aw&g 
the Iwal oakbysbn an&. %I& submergence o t e, m wlng reg m s 
the flame upstream of the injector face thereby reducing smsitivity to transverse osciUatkm m t C e  
combustion chamber. The height of the lip formed at the gas/liquid mixing interface is axa?kw fjoummk 
parameter of interest to designers. 

main combustion G I! amber of an OR 8 C engine. Many of the design features are intended to minimize 

The kerosene/RP-1 is injected in the aft portion of the device and is swirled. While one may 
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A computational model bas been developed to provide an unsteady, axisymmetric, swirling flow 
solution to the laminar Navier-Stokes equations for this two-phase flow. The two-phase treatment is 
handled using the homogeneous flow approach in which a fictitious pseudo-density is introduced. 
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Figure 1. Schematic and General Features of ORSC Main Combustion Chamber Injector 

The pseudo-density is varied between the gas and liquid density extremes; i t s  evolution in time is 
aempukd via a eflnrlitutivo ralalion 
conditions io assess me intluence o 
velocity over a range of conditions. 
and conclusions from the studies. 

by Kim, at, al,' ~~mrsl~!ioncl we grarcrrrtmd fclr w ! o W  
density ratio, mixing length, step height, and liquid swirl 
is CMIy described in the next section, followed by rerswb 

The current 2D axisymrnetric with swirl code utilizes the pseudo-density homogeneous fluid 
model. For the pseudo-density model, a nondimensional density is defined as the ratio of the density in a 
computational cell to the IlQUId density. Defining this pseudodensity allows the computation of the two 
phase flow using a single Navier-Stokes equation solver. 

A finite volume formulation of the Marker-and-Cell method is used to solve the incompressible 
rrwkymmelric with rwirl Navier-Stokes Q uetiono, Woing the geeudo-donoity Qonumptierq the N w i w  
Stokes equatlons reduce to Equations Iyhrough 4, shown below. 
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Here, u, v, and w are the axial, radial, and circumferential velocity components aligned with the z, r, and 8 
directions, respectively. 

Reynolds numbers which is a reSutt of the two-phase treatment. The viscosity of a mixture can be writtm: 
In Equations (1) through (4) the variable 1/Re' is defmed as a combination of the liquid and gas 

where a is the void fraction and & The pbe& 
density is simply a statement about the amount of liquid mass in a cell and, themfare, can be retated Yo 
the void fraction as shown in Equation (6). 

p, afe the gas and l+id visw&s, 

For cases where the density ratio is large, Equation (5) can be written as 

Using Equation (7) when the Navier-Stokes equations are non-dimensionalized the definition for 1/Re" is 
found to be 

-- -- 
Re" Re, Re, 

where 0 is the pseudo-density, p,, is the gas density, fi is the liquid density. and Re, and Re, are the gas 
and liquid Reyrrolds numbers, respectively. The gas and liquid Reynolds numbers are defined: 

In Equations (9) and (IO), V, and Do are the gas axial inlet velocity and the radius of the gas core 

Finally, a constitutive relation for the pseudo-density is required for a well posed problem. For 
this case, the constitutive relation is simply that the material derivative is zero, since under the 
incompressible assumption the droplets mow along a streamline undeformed, Surface tension forces 
are ignored in this treatment; in the 
via computation of the roGal density *it- using the fknr d 
computationd cell. 

W d m  numb@r fb of irberest, #his w i t s  resolution of mixing 
We QEId out of a given 

The axisymmetric, unsteady. WQ-phaSe rnodet has been vafidated thmq#h grid function 
convergence tests and analytic solutions for smgle phase flows. in addition, a multiblock grid, has been 
developed and optimized to resolve the wavos formed on the liquid fllm in the important region just 
downstream of the collar. Results have been generated to; the baseline geometry of experimental 
hardware to be tested in the near future at Purdue Universify. Parametric studies have been initiated to 
investigate the influence of various flow and design variables on the unsteady massflow and mixing 
characteristics delivered by the device. Nearly all so1utions;obtained show a quasi-periodic behavior due 
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to the formation Of waves via the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability mechanism at the gasniquid interface. It 
should be emphasized that at this point completely steady inflow conditions are assumed; the 
unsteadiness in the solution is an artifact Of the hydrodynamic instability of the film -termed "self 
pulsation" by Dr. Bazarov and o t h e r ~ . ~  

For the baseline case. the axial, radial, and azimuthal inlet velocities for the gas are 595 fVs, 0, 
and 0, respectively. Additionally, the liquid inlet axial, radial, and azimuthal velocities are 95 Ws, 0, and 
179 ft/s. Furthermore, the gas core radius was 0.337 in., while the total length of the injector was 4.35 
inches. Moreover, the mixing length, collar thickness and liquid film thickness was 0.68 in., 0.02in.. and 
0.0384 in., respectively. Finally, the gas Reynolds number, liquid Reynolds number, and density ratio are 
3.9~1 06, 1 .04x106, and 0.1 23, respectively. 

Density contours for the region after the tiiuid injection and near the outer wall are plotted at 
several different times in Figure 2. Ths gas core is ind'cated by the lower dark black region, while the 
liquid film is upper light gray area in each image. A mixture of tiquid and gas, indicated by a pseudo- 
density less than 1 but higher than the density ratio, is represented by intermediate colors. The presence 
of waves on the liquid surface is evident from Figure 2. As can be seen, the film oscillates with relatively 
uniform amplitude and frequency. The exit massflsw rate, therefare. produced by the injector also 
oscillates at a fixed amplitude and frequency during %'steady" operation, as the left plot in Figure 3 shows. 
For the baseline case, the variation in massflow rate, measured as the percent oscillation from the mean 
massflow rate, is 1 1.5 %. Obviously. the exit massflow rate is a maximum when a crest of a wave exits 
the injtwtor and a minimum when the trough of a wave exits the inieotor. 

1 - 0  I -t 
t-2wns 

Figure 2. Contour plot of pseudo-density showing the presence of surface waves 
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Figure 5. Comparison of the liquid f$m for density ratios of 0.09 and O.&l@3 

The effect of varying liquid swirl veloclty was investigated in the second pa~ametfk study. In the 
following figures the liquid swirl velocQ is presented as some fraction of the gas inlet vetocity. FQF @w 
baseline injector the liquid swirl velocity is 178 WS, which is 0.30 of the gas inlet axkt w&!t$ty d 5% fVs. 
Figure 6 shows that as the swlrl velocity is increased the frequency of oscillation of Ute esdt massfiow rate 
decreases, until a swirl velocity of 0.45 is reached at which point the exit massftow rate does not vary. 
The trend is observed for two different density ratios of 0.09 and 0.123. As the swirl velocity increases, 
furthemore, the percent variation in the massflow rate increases. Again, this trend is only obselved until 
a liquid swirl/gas vebcity ratio of 0.45, at which paint the film doe8 not oscillate and the exit massflow rate 
Ita eonatant. 

It seems natural to assume that as the swirl velocity increases the film would become mote 
stable, since the film is forced against the outer wall by the increase in the azimuthal momentum. 
Therefore, the frequency of oscillation should decrease as the swirl velocity increases. However, it 
seams unusual that the percent variation in the exit massflow rate increases with increases in the swirl 
velocity. If the liquid film is visualized, as done in Figure 7, it can be seen that as the swirl velocity 
increases the liquid film begins to oscillate closer to the exit of the injector. As a result, less mixing IS 
occurring in the injector as the swirl velocity is increased so larger variations in the exit massflow rate are 
observed. 

The next parametric study was done by varying the initial thickness of the liquid film. The film 
thickness is reported as a nondimensional fraction of the gas core diameter. In this study the axial 
velocity of the liquid film was kept constant, in order to preserve the relative velocity difference between 
he 8% a d liquidi As a result, however, more liquid is being added a6 the initial thiaknass of the liquid la bad*aad! 

Figure 8 shows that as the initial liquid film thickness is increased, the frequency of oscillation of 
the film decreases slightly. Furthermore, the variation in the exit massflow rate doubles. Of course more 
massive objects tmd to OSC'IIBt~ at lower fre ue G'eS, so the decreas in re ency as the film thlekn $6 
lnsresses eftems natural. doreovelr, as the iilm hi'ckness iqoreases, R e  IfquWcan support larger s u & w  
waves, thereby leading to an increase in the variation of the exit massflow rate. In Figure 9, the largest 
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Figure 3. Exit massflow and Fast Fourier Transform of the exit massflow for the baseline case 

The right plot in Figure 3 also shows a Fast Fourier Transform (FR) of the exit massflow rate. 
Since the massflow rate at the exit oscillates at a uniform frequency for this case, a sharp peak in the FFT 
is evident at a nondirnensional frequency of 0.572. The nondimensionai frequency can by divided by the 
gas core radius and multiplied by the inlet gas velocity to field a dimensional frequency of 12.1 kHz. This 
frequency is generally well above the critical chamber acoustic modes; oscillatiens of this nature are 
beiieved to aiiect me overall noise level produced by the engine, but probably to n& *mifigant roles 
in acoustic instabilities. 

In order to better understand how these types of coaxial swirl injectors behave, several 
parametria studieo wslro performed, Qime the moot important dynamio infarmotion from the cernputationo 
s the unsteady exit massflow rate prodoaed by the injector, the amplitude and frequenay of the oscillation 
will be presented from the parametric studies. 

The first Parametric study is the density ratio (gas/liquid). which was varied over a range of 0.09 
to 0.20. Figure 4 shows that as the density ratio increases @he frequency of the oscillation in the 
massflow rate increases. Since the gas momentum increases with density ratio, a larger force is exerted 
b the as on the liquid surface leading to the increase in the observed fr ubnc of OXillatbn. A similar 
F&.Ill &a B)bhMfkd In RrkV W @ h  daAs 81$ BqWIql IlqUId PpflMWd InJeetattP 

Figure 4 illustrates that as the density ratio increases the variation of the massflow rate 
oscillations decreases Initially, this result seems Counterintuitive until the liquid film is visualized. As 
Figure 5 shows, the film begins to oscillate at a point farlher down stream for the case where the density 
ratio is 0.09, therefore, less mixing between the gas and liquid has occurred. Consequently, the larger 
variation in massflow rate may be attributed to the decrease in mixing beween cases. 
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amplitude waves can be seen when the film thickness is 0.2. while the smailest ampfitude w e s  W r  
when the film thickness is 0.07125. i 
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'1: Figure 7. Visualization of the liquid film fa;a'\iquid swirl velocity of 0 and 0.3 
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Figure 8. Frequency and variation of massflow rate oscillation for several fih W i e s  
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Figure 9. Liquid film visualization for film thickness study 

The final parametric study is the effect of mixing length on the film behavior. It is interesting to 
n k frgm FI wrw 11 irl ta freq en y ef ea~illRtinn e thaa Ii 1Y f 1 iei I llu Mbht d thk r M t i  lid jHr 
Ttis result skms nar(uraffrsince %e Prequency of osci~lat~on'~?~ou~d%e 6p,lfr"6,nt on the vortex !hle!#!ing 
from the collar and the imbalawe of dynamic pressure on the liquid surface. The mixing length does not 
affect either one of these quantities, so the frequency of oscillation should be independent of mixing 
length. 
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Figure 1 1 also demonstrates that in general the mriatim in th mags fkw 
increase in the  mixing length. It is expected that increasing the miring k q t h  would -7-m 
32s to mix f ~ r ? ! ? ~ ,  ?he:&2y :educing the anpiitti& oi iire surface beiore &g t t ~  m j w .  While 
Figure 11 does show this trend, there are points that are local minima and maxima. Mowever. the percent 
variation in the mass flow rate is actually a measure of temporal variation of the massflow rate. 
Therefore, the time averaged value of the exit liquid film thickness, defined by where the pseudo-density 
is larger than 0.95, was computed. Figure 12 is a plot of the time averaged exit film thickness and shows 
that indeed the value does decrease monotonically as the mixing length increases. 
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Figure 11. Frequency and variation of massflow rate oscillation as a function of the mixing length 
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Figure 12. Time average liquid film thickness at the exif of the injector as a function of mixing length 

Figure 13 offers further proof that the local minlma and maxima observed in Figure 7 1 is a 
function of how the variation in massflow rate IS defined. As Figure 13 shows, the surface waves near the 
exit of the injector become less pronounced as the mixing length increases. This indicates that as the 
mixing length increases the amount of mixing that occurs in the injector also increases. It IS also 
important to remember that some liquid film needs to be resent at the exit of tho i +tot to pfevide 
adequate cooling for the Injector face. Therefore, an opthal mixing length exists 4 i c h  provides the 
required mixing while leaving a thick enough film at the exit to provide cooling. 

Figure 13. Visualization of the liquid fild for various mixing lengths 



SUMMARY AND COlslCLU&W 

The unsteady, axisynwn@lrlc, swirling flow n u m e f a  makl  tw ~&wqwS%oks 
@#irx#exi? mndttims CQI equations for this two-phase flow is capable of assessing fk. 

arbitrary fuel and oxidizer gas injection conditnns. Par 
the effect of density ratio, liquid swid vehi 
been found that the frequency at which th 
thickness increase, decreases as the film 
the mixing length. It is believed that the frequency is dependerrt ~n the behavior ofthe vwtex 
sheddingh‘eattachment from the collar and the dynamics ptessrn- 
fact that the collar thickness affects the frequency leads to :W d- of the vortex behavior as an 
important parameter on the behavior of the film. 

iiq&j surface. The 

Additionally, the variation in the massflow rate increases as the liquid swirl velocity and liquid film 
thl@ltn4308 irlcraclre and cl€icf@aS@s as the mixing lenqth and denaity ratio inereaafh ’The variatien in 
massflow rate increases wlth swlrl velocity because mixfng is inhibited, so larger amplitude waves reach 
the exit of the injector. The variation in massflow rate increases with liquid film thickness since larger 
amplitude waves can be supported by thicker liquid films. As the mixing length increases, moreover, the 
variation in the massflow rate tends to decrease. However, it was found that the time averaged film 
thickness at the exit does monotonically decrease as the mixing length increase. Furthermore, the 
massflow rate is Inversa!y re!a!ed ?c density rs!!g since the film starts to o s c i ~ t a  CI’me; :O *tie edga of the 
collar at larger density ratios. This means that the surface’waves have a longer effective mixing length at 
higher density ratios leading to a decrease in the variation in massflow rate. 
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